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Resumen:

Mullite-type compounds offer a huge range of crystal structures with 14 different
space groups, each of them are correlated by group-subgroup relations. However,
still  the aristotype is not known to exist.  Beside the symmetry relation, different
structure types could be ordered with increasing complexity of the bond systems
connecting the mullite-type typical octahedral one-dimensional chains. The easiest
bridging of these chains is realized in schafarzikite compounds such as Pb3O4 or
Pb2SnO4 where the metal atoms are bonded to the chains stabilizing the structure
using  their  stereochemically  active  lone  electron  pairs.  An  orthorhombic  to
tetragonal  phase transition is observed for this compound at  170 K and 950 K,
respectively. Increasing the connectivity by replacing one metal atom with boron
one can form the PbMBO4 phase. They show interesting properties with respect to
thermal expansion, compressibility and phase transition. The lattice parameters of
all possible solid solutions in this system show an interesting structural constant. A
further increase of connectivity by replacing two trigonal planar BO3 groups by a
M2O7  double-tetrahedra  unit  forms  Bi2M4O9 type  compounds  (O9-phases).  The
corresponding strontium doped aluminate was proposed to be the most effective
moderate-temperature oxygen ion conductor. Investigations using high-temperature
X-ray  diffraction,  neutron  diffraction,  transmission  electron  microscopy,  X-ray
photoelectron  spectroscopy,  MAS  NMR,  DFT  calculations  and  conductivity
measurements helped explain the detailed structural features. One could count the
mullite-type alumo- and galloborates showing interesting structural  changes with
chemical compositions. Finally, Bi2Mn4O10 compounds (O10-phases) are discussed
as  probable  candidates  for  oxygen  ion  conductivity.  They  differ  from  Bi2M4O9

phases, as the double tetrahedra of the O9 phases are replaced by quadratic-di-
pyramids  with  a  reduced  stereo-chemical  activity  of  lone-electron  pairs.  A solid
solution between O9 and O10 phases is interesting, however, seems be difficult to
synthesis.  Nonetheless,  the compound like YAlGeO5 keeps the hope of  oxygen
defect incorporation.


